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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a protection circuit of a power supply.

Background

[0002] A power supply operating in the Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS) and forward modes described in United States Patent No. 5,877,946 issued March 2, 1999, entitled A FORWARD CONVERTER WITH AN INDUCTOR COUPLED TO A TRANSFORMER WINDING, in the name of W.V. Fitzgerald (the Fitzgerald patent), includes a main switching transistor coupled to a primary winding of a main power transformer. Output supply voltages are developed from voltages developed in secondary windings of the transformer. When the transistor is conductive, a current pulse is developed in the primary winding of the transformer and in the transistor. A voltage is also developed in a current sensing resistor coupled in series with the transistor. The voltage in the current sensing resistor is coupled to a first input of a comparator of a control circuit. A second input of the comparator is coupled to a capacitor that develops a voltage varying in accordance with an output voltage of the power supply for providing regulation.

[0003] During a given conduction interval of the transistor, the comparator is triggered when the current sensing resistor voltage exceeds a threshold voltage of the comparator established by the capacitor voltage. An output of the comparator is coupled to the base of the transistor for controlling the turn off instant of the transistor on a current pulse-by-current pulse basis.

[0004] In normal operation, a voltage, present across the primary of the main power transformer, reduces the voltage across the supply inductance. This voltage is proportional to the output voltage produced in a given secondary winding of the transformer. The output voltage produced from the secondary winding is stepped up by the turns ratio of the transformer. When the switching transistor turns off at the end of each cycle, a negative voltage pulse, reflected from the secondary side of the transformer reduces the collector voltage of the transistor.

[0005] Excessive collector voltage may be developed in the main switching transistor if an overload condition occurs in one of the secondary windings. The over-voltage is caused by excessive circulating current in a resonant supply inductance which resonates with a resonant capacitor that are coupled to the collector of the main switching transistor to form ZVS.

[0006] If a severe overload occurs on one of the secondary windings, which causes the power supply to fall out of regulation, the voltage across the primary winding of the transformer also drops since the voltage reflected by the turns ratio of the transformer is reduced. The result is that the collector voltage of the transistor may become excessive.

Summary

[0007] When the output voltage produced from the secondary winding falls out of regulation, a maximum current limit is established by the control circuit. Under an overload condition, the transistor will still allow the maximum current to flow through the supply inductance. However, energy stored in the supply inductance is not delivered to the load through the transistor. The stored energy produces resonant current in the resonant capacitor when the transistor is turned off at the end of the cycle and causes the collector voltage of the transistor to rise substantially above the normal operating voltage, possibly exceeding the breakdown voltage rating of the transistor. Since, under overload, the energy that is stored in the supply inductance during each cycle is not delivered to the load, the energy returns back to the unregulated supply that energizes the transistor via a reverse or negative current. It may be desirable to reduce the resulting excessive collector voltage.

In the Figures

[0008] In carrying out an inventive aspect, the reverse negative current is routed through the base-collector junction of the transistor, when the transistor is turned off, in a direction opposite to the forward collector current. The forward collector current occurs when the transistors turned on. The reverse collector current produces a voltage in the aforementioned current sensing resistor, at opposite polarity with respect to its polarity, during forward conduction of the transistor. During an overload, the voltage produced by the sensed reverse current turns on a diode switch and changes a charge in the capacitor that is coupled to the second input of the comparator of the control circuit in a manner to reduce the peak forward collector current. Therefore, the peak forward current in the transistor decreases relative to a value that would have occurred without the protection. The result is that excessive collector voltage is, advantageously, prevented.

FIGURE 1 illustrates a schematic diagram showing an exemplary embodiment of the circuit of the invention; and FIGURES 2a and 2b illustrate waveforms useful for explaining the operation of the circuit of FIGURE 1.

Summary

[0009] In carrying out an inventive aspect, the reverse negative current is routed through the base-collector junction of the transistor, when the transistor is turned off, in a direction opposite to the forward collector current. The forward collector current occurs when the transistor is turned on. The reverse collector current produc-
es a voltage in the aforementioned current sensing resistor, at opposite polarity with respect to its polarity, during forward conduction of the transistor. During an overload, the voltage produced by the sensed reverse current turns on a diode switch and changes a charge in the capacitor that is coupled to the second input of the comparator of the control circuit in a manner to reduce the peak forward collector current. Thereby, the peak forward current in the transistor decreases relative to a value that would have occurred without the protection. The result is that excessive collector voltage is, advantageousy, prevented.

In The Figures

[0011]

FIGURE 1 illustrates a schematic diagram showing an exemplary embodiment of the circuit of the invention; and FIGURES 2a and 2b illustrate waveforms useful for explaining the operation of the circuit of FIGURE 1.

Detailed Description

[0012] FIGURE 1 illustrates a zero voltage switching forward converter or power supply 300. A protection circuit 400, embodying an inventive feature, provides protection to zero voltage switching power supply 300. Zero voltage switching power supply, supply 300 operates similarly in many respects to that described in the Fitzgerald patent.

[0013] Power, for example, 200 watts, is supplied to a load 303 and to a load 302 coupled to a secondary winding T1W2 and a secondary winding T1W3, respectively, of a transformer T1, during conduction time of a switching transistor Q1. Transistor Q1 that operates as a switch is coupled in series with a primary winding T1W1 of transformer T1 for conducting current from an input supply, direct current (DC) voltage RAW +. A current transformer T2, considered a drive transformer, is coupled to winding T1W1 forming a part of resonant circuit 301.

[0014] Also coupled to the emitter of transistor Q1 in series with transistor Q1 is a current sensing resistor R7. A resonant capacitor C8 is coupled to primary winding T1W1 and to the collector of transistor Q1. A resonant circuit 301 includes capacitor C8, a reflected capacitance CSEC, a current limiting supply inductor Lres, primary winding T1W1 and a primary winding T2W1 of transformer T2. Primary winding T1W1 is coupled in series with the primary winding T2W1 of current transformer T2.

[0015] Resonant circuit 301 produces a half cycle resonant voltage VQ1 each cycle when transistor switch Q1 is turned off. A collector voltage VQ7 across transistor Q1 (and on capacitor C8) rises to a peak and then fall to approximately zero in a substantially sinusoidal half wave. After resonant voltage VQ1 becomes close to zero, a series arrangement of resistor R7, a diode D2, a zener diode D20, coupled in parallel with a capacitor C2, and the base-collector junction of transistor Q1 form a low impedance that clamps voltage VQ1 to a voltage close to ground potential. Transistor Q1 is then switched on again at approximately zero volts to provide zero voltage switching.

[0016] A secondary winding T1W3 of transformer T1 is coupled to an anode of a rectifier diode DOUT3, the cathode of which is coupled to a filter capacitor CFILTER3. Winding T1W3 is coupled via a low impedance current path, during forward conduction operation, to filter capacitor CFILTER3 and to load 302. Similarly, a secondary winding T1W2 is coupled through rectifier diode DOUT2 to filter capacitor CFILTER2 to provide output voltage REG B+.

[0017] Capacitor CSEC may be included in one or both of the secondary winding circuits T1W2 and T1W3 in parallel with the winding. Capacitor CSEC is transformer coupled to winding T1W1 forming a part of resonant circuit 301.

[0018] Advantageously, each of windings T1W2 and T1W3 is tightly coupled to primary winding T1W1 in transformer T1 in a manner to reduce leakage inductance. Inductance Lres on the primary side of the transformer T1 is transformer coupled to limit the rate of change of each of currents IDOUT3 and IDOUT2 in the current paths that includes diodes DOUT3 and DOUT2, respectively, during forward conduction. Advantageously, inductance Lres is shared in common with each of windings T1W2 and T1W3.

[0019] When transistor Q1 is conductive, advantageously, a current produced in a secondary winding T2W2 is proportional to the current in primary winding T2W1 of transformer T2. Winding T2W1 of transformer T2 is coupled in series with winding T1W1 of transformer T1 and switching transistor Q1. Therefore, a base current iB varies approximately linearly with the collector current iQ1. Advantageously, over-driving of the base of transistor Q1 is prevented by a proportional drive technique.

[0020] Control of the duty cycle of transistor switch Q1 is based on, for example, sensing output voltage REG B+ directly, rather than output voltage U. An error amplifier A is responsive to the voltage REG B+, and can include, for example, a comparator having inputs coupled to output voltage REG B+ and to a voltage divider providing a predetermined threshold. Error amplifier A is optically coupled through an opto-coupler μ1 to control a triggering level or threshold of a comparator transistor Q3.

[0021] The voltage at the emitter of transistor Q3 is developed from the charge in a capacitor C6. The emitter voltage in capacitor C6 is limited to a forward diode drop by a diode D7, coupled to ground. The charge in
capacitor C6 is replenished while transistor Q3 is conducting and is drained by opto-coupler µ1 when it conducts in response to an output signal of error amplifier A.

When transistor Q1 is conductive, a voltage VR7 across resistor R7, which is proportional to the current level in transistor Q1, is coupled to the base of a comparator transistor Q3. Current-representative voltage VR7 at resistor R7 is coupled to a filter capacitor C7 through a resistor R8. A voltage developed in capacitor C7 from voltage VR7 is coupled to the base of transistor Q3.

In a given conduction cycle of transistor Q1, when the base voltage of transistor Q3 exceeds a threshold voltage of transistor Q3 that is determined by a control voltage VC6, developed in capacitor C6 at the emitter of transistor Q3, by an amount sufficient to forward bias the base-emitter junction, transistor Q3 begins conducting. Thus, transistor Q3 begins conducting, when a current IQ1 in transistor Q1 develops voltage VR7 in resistor R7 that exceeds the threshold voltage of transistor Q3. When transistor Q3 conducts, it forms a regenerative latch with a transistor Q2. The collector of NPN transistor Q3 is coupled to the base of PNP transistor Q2 and the collector of transistor Q2 is coupled to the base of transistor Q3, forming a regenerative switch. The emitter of transistor Q2 is coupled back to the base of switching transistor Q1 via diode D20 and a capacitor C2, coupled in parallel.

When the latch formed by transistors Q2 and Q3 is triggered, transistor Q2 draws current away from the base of switching transistor Q1. A control voltage coupled to the base of switching transistor Q1 is developed at the emitter of transistor Q2. The emitter voltage of transistor Q2 forms an output of the regenerative switch arrangement and is coupled to the base of transistor Q1 to turn off transistor Q1 when the latch formed by transistors Q2 and Q3 is triggered.

Secondary winding T2W2 of current transformer T2 provides base current iB of switching transistor Q1. The voltage across winding T2W2 is an alternating current (AC) voltage, produced when switching transistor Q1 alternately conducts and is turned off. Advantageously, when transistor Q1 is turned on, transformer T2 provides proportional drive current iB to transistor Q12 for maintaining transistor Q1 in saturation without over-driving transistor Q1. On the other hand, immediately after transistor Q1 is turned off by the operation of transistors Q2 and Q3, resonant voltage VQ1 at the collector of transistor Q1 is coupled to the base of transistor Q1 via winding T2W2 in a manner to maintain transistor Q1 nonconductive.

A collector of an on/off transistor Q4 is coupled via a diode D11 to the emitter of transistor Q2. When transistor Q4 is conductive, in accordance with an on/off signal ON/OFF, a base current is produced in transistor Q2 that causes transistor Q1 to stay nonconductive. The emitter current of transistor Q4 produces forward conduction in a zener diode D13. Diode D13 is coupled in parallel with a slow start capacitor C11 that are coupled to the emitter of transistor Q4.

Start-up of the oscillation cycles occurs when transistor Q4 is turned off and causes transistor Q2 to turn off. Thereafter, a current starts flowing through a resistor R4 and through the parallel arrangement of zener diode D20 and capacitor C2 and produces a start-up base current iB in switching transistor Q1. Resistor R4 is large, and provides only a small amount of start-up base current drive to transistor Q1. As transistor Q1 begins conducting, current transformer T2 causes a current to flow in secondary winding T2W2. The current in secondary winding T2W2 is proportional to the current in primary winding T2W1, as a function of their turns ratio. Diode D1 and a parallel capacitor C10 are coupled in series with secondary winding T2W2 and with the parallel arrangement of zener diode D20 and capacitor C2 to produce the base current iB of transistor Q1. The added base drive current attains saturation for the added collector current in a regenerative manner, causing base current iB to increase in proportion to the increase in collector current iQ1. When transistor Q1 saturates, collector current iQ1 continues to increase by a rate determined by the total supply inductance coupled in series with the collector of transistor Q1.

When the voltage across current sensing resistor R7 is sufficient to cause transistor Q3 to conduct, triggering current is provided at the base of transistor Q2. Transistor Q2 conducts and causes an increase in the voltage at the base of transistor Q3 by producing additional drive current in capacitor C7 and also operating in a regenerative manner to latch on. The low impedance developed at the emitter of latched drive transistor Q2 quickly removes the base charge from the base of switching transistor Q1. The result is that transistor Q1 is quickly turned off.

During the time that transistor Q1 is conducting, positive current flows into the base through the diode D20 and capacitor C2, which causes capacitor C2 to charge to several volts. The voltage in capacitor C2 is more positive on the terminal of capacitor C2 that is remote from the base of transistor Q1 and less positive at the base of transistor Q1. Therefore, when transistors Q2 and Q3 latch, they provide a low impedance path to ground, causing the voltage on capacitor C2 to apply a negative bias to the base of transistor Q1.

A diode D6 and a resistor R6, coupled in series between the collector of transistor Q2 and current sensing resistor R7, shunt some of the reverse base current to resistor R7, which is low in impedance, for example a fraction of an ohm. This shunting reduces the tendency to overdrive the base of transistor Q3, which would otherwise cause excessive storage time and poor switching performance.

After transistor Q1 is turned off, transformer T2 winding T2W2 produces a negative voltage across a diode D2, having an anode that is coupled to the emitter of transistor Q1. Drive control transistors Q2 and Q3 re-
main latched until the current flowing through them drops below a threshold needed to keep them regeneratively latched. Thereafter, the negative voltage across diode D2 keeps transistor Q1 from conducting. In addition, a diode D3 and a capacitor C3 are coupled to rectify and filter the negative voltage produced by transformer T2 to produce a negative supply voltage VMINUS.

[0032] The resonant action of resonant circuit 301 causes the base-emitter voltage to reverse polarity via winding T2W2. When the voltage at the base of switching transistor Q12 increases to a sufficient magnitude, current begins flowing in the base of transistor Q1, producing collector current that grows regeneratively, as explained before, forming the beginning of the next cycle. Collector current iQ1 in transistor Q1, producing collector current that grows regeneratively, as explained before, forming the beginning of the next cycle. Collector current iQ1 of transistor Q1 begins flowing when collector voltage VQ1 is at zero volts. Thereby, zero voltage switching is obtained.

[0033] Advantageously, current transformer T2 provides for self-oscillations. In the circuit coupled to secondary winding T2W2 of transformer T2, diode D2 limits the negative voltage developed during the time off of transistor Q1. Because diode D1 and capacitor C10 form a low impedance, transformer T2 operates as a current transformer during the turn off interval. Diode D1 provides a current path for the forward drive current and also limits the voltage in capacitor C10, in parallel with diode D1, to the forward voltage developed across diode D1 when conducting. Diode D1, capacitor C2 and the base-emitter junction of transistor Q1 form a low impedance as a current transformer. Advantageously, by operating as a current transformer, transformer T2 need not have to store large magnetic energy and can have a small core.

[0034] During the start-up interval, voltage VMINUS produces a charge current in a resistor R11 that is coupled to capacitor C11, causing a start-up, ramp negative voltage in capacitor C11. The ramp voltage in capacitor C11 is coupled via a resistor R13 to resistor R8. Consequently, the threshold voltage of comparator transistor Q3 varies in a ramping manner to provide slow start operation. Voltage VMINUS is also coupled to the emitter of the phototransistor in opto-coupler μ1. The charge on capacitor C6 is adjusted by conduction of the phototransistor of opto-coupler μ1, responsive to signals from error amplifier A. In this manner the voltage is closely regulated on a current pulse basis.

[0035] In normal operation, a voltage is present across primary winding T1W1 of main power transformer T1 which reduces the voltage across current limiting inductance Lres. This voltage is proportional to output voltage REG B+ approximately multiplied by the turns ratio of windings T1W2 and T1W1. When transistor Q1 turns off at the end of each cycle, a negative voltage pulse, reflected from the secondary side of transformer T1, counteracts the positive pulse that appears on a terminal of current limiting inductance Lres, close to the collector of transistor Q1. Thus, advantageously, the collector voltage VQ1 of transistor Q1 is reduced.

[0036] A severe overload may occur in, for example, secondary winding T1W2. Consequently, the power supply may cease regulating in a negative feedback loop manner. Therefore, voltages REG B+ and U will decrease. Consequently, the voltage across primary winding T1W1 of main power transformer T1 that is reflected by the turns ratio of the transformer also drops. The result is that the aforementioned reflected negative pulse is greatly reduced, causing the collector voltage VQ1 across primary winding T1W1 of main power transformer T1 to rise substantially more than under normal, non-overload conditions.

[0037] During severe overload, voltages REG B+ and U decrease because of loss of regulation. A maximum current limit is established on a current pulse-by-current pulse basis by the control circuit that includes transistors Q2 and Q3. Under an overload condition, transistor Q1 will still allow maximum current iQ1 to flow through the supply inductance that includes current limiting inductance Lres. However, energy stored in, for example, current limiting inductance Lres is not delivered to the load through transformer T1. The stored energy is developed in resonant circuit 301, when transistor Q1 is turned off at the end of the cycle. The increased stored energy causes the collector voltage VQ1 of transistor Q1 to rise substantially above the permissible normal operating voltage, possibly exceeding the breakdown voltage rating of transistor Q1.

[0038] Since the energy stored in, for example, current limiting inductance Lres during each cycle is not delivered to the load, the energy returns back to the supply of voltage RAW B+. This returning energy, produces a reverse or negative current flowing through series arrangement of resistor R7, diode D2, zener diode D20, coupled in parallel with capacitor C2, the base-collector junction of transistor Q1 and windings T1W1 and Lres and develops voltage VR7 across resistor R7 in a negative polarity.

[0039] Figure 2b illustrates the waveform of a negative current iR7 in resistor R7 that produces negative voltage VR7 of FIGURE 1. The positive portion of current iR7 of FIGURE 2b occurs during forward conduction of transistor Q1 of FIGURE 1. FIGURES 2a and 2b illustrate the effect of negative current iR7 of FIGURE 2b on control voltage VC6 of FIGURES 1 and 2a. Similar symbols and numerals in FIGURES 1, 2a and 2b indicate similar items or functions.

[0040] In carrying out an inventive feature, a switch diode D10 of FIGURE 1 is coupled in series with a current limiting resistor R10 between capacitor C6 and resistor R7 for decreasing control voltage VC6 of Figure 2a developed in capacitor C6 of Figure 1, when the negative current iR7 of FIGURE 2b in resistor R7 of FIGURE 1 in the vicinity of time t0 of Figures 2a and 2b is excessive. The reverse or negative current in Figure 2b occurs when collector current iQ1 of transistor Q1 of Figure 1 flows to the supply terminal, where voltage RAW B+ is developed. As explained before, reverse current iQ1
A switch mode power supply, comprising:

1. A switch mode power supply, comprising:

   a supply inductance (Lres', TIW1) coupled to a source of an input supply voltage (RAW B+) and to a switching transistor (Q1) for producing current pulses (iQ1) in said inductance that are coupled to an output (302, 303) of said power supply, a given current pulse having a first portion (positive) at a first polarity, that flows in said transistor, during a first portion of a cycle, when forward conduction occurs in said transistor, and a second portion, at an opposite polarity, during a second portion of said cycle, after said forward conduction ceases in said transistor; a source (C6) of a first control signal (VC6) having a value that is indicative of a current limit; a control circuit (Q2, Q3) coupled to said transistor and responsive to said first portion (positive) of said given current pulse and to said first control signal for limiting amplitudes of said current pulses, in a current mode on a current pulse-by-current pulse control basis, in accordance with said current limit value; characterized by

   a protection circuit (400) coupled to said control circuit and responsive to said second portion (negative polarity) of said current pulse for varying said first control signal, in accordance with said second portion of said current pulse, to vary said current limit value, when a magnitude of said second portion is within a first range of values, the variation of said first control signal being disabled, when said magnitude of said second portion is within a second range of values wherein said protection circuit produces a reverse current that reduces a peak forward current in said control circuit.

2. A switch mode power supply according to Claim 1, wherein said first control signal source comprises a capacitor (C6) and a switch (D10) responsive to said second portion (negative) of said given current pulse for storing a signal (VC6) indicative of said magnitude of said second portion in said capacitor to develop said first control signal (VC6) therein, during said second portion of said cycle, and for applying said stored first control signal to said control circuit, during said first portion of said cycle.

3. A switch mode power supply according to Claim 1 further comprising, a capacitor (C8) coupled to said inductance (TIW1, T2W1) to form a resonant circuit (301), when said transistor (Q1) is nonconductive, wherein said second portion (negative) of said current pulse is produced in said resonant circuit.

4. A switch mode power supply according to Claim 1 further comprising, a transformer (TI) having a first winding (TIW1) that is included in said supply inductance and a second winding (TIW2) that is coupled to a rectifier (DOUT2), wherein said power supply operates in a forward mode.

5. A switch mode power supply according to Claim 1 further comprising, a current sensor (R7) coupled in a current path of said transistor (Q1) for applying said first (positive) and second (negative) portions of said given current pulse to said control (Q2, Q3) and protection (400) circuits, respectively.

6. A switch mode power supply according to Claim 5 wherein said current sensor (R7) comprises a current sensing resistor that is coupled to a main current conducing terminal (emitter) of said transistor (Q1) remote from said supply inductance wherein said reverse current produces a voltage in said current sensing resistor at an opposite polarity with respect to polarity during forward conduction of said transistor (Q1) so that during overload said peak forward current decreases in said control circuit (Q2, Q3).

7. A switch mode power supply according to Claim 1 wherein said control circuit (Q2, Q3) is further characterized by said comparator (Q3) having a first input (base of Q2) responsive to said first portion (positive) and a second input (emitter) responsive to said second portion (negative) of said given current so that during overload a voltage produced by said sensed reverse current pulse causes said second input of said comparator to reduce said peak forward current in said control circuit (Q1, Q2).
8. A switch mode power supply according to Claim 1 wherein said first control signal source (C6) is responsive to an output of said power supply (REG B+ ) for varying said first control signal (VC6) in accordance with a difference between said supply output and a reference signal (in error amplifier A).

9. A switch mode power supply according to Claim 1 further characterized by:

- said supply inductance (Lres, TIW1) being coupled to said source of an input supply voltage (REF B+) and to said switching transistor (Q1) for producing current pulses (iQ1) in said inductance that are coupled to said output (302, 303) of said power supply;
- means (R7) coupled to said transistor for sensing current therein;
- said control circuit (Q2, Q3) being coupled to said transistor and responsive to said first portion (positive) of an output signal (VR7) of said current mode on said current pulse-by-current pulse control basis, in accordance with said first portion of said output signal of said current sensor; and
- said protection circuit (400) being coupled to said control circuit and responsive to said second portion (negative) of said output signal of said current sensor for varying said current limit, in accordance with said second portion of said current pulse, said second and first portions of said output signal occurring in mutually exclusive intervals wherein said protection circuit produces said reverse current that reduces said peak forward current in said control circuit.

Patentansprüche

1. Schalt-Netzteil umfassend:

- eine Vorsorgungs-Induktivität (Lres; TIW1), die mit einer Eingangs-Spannungsquelle (RAW B+) und mit einem Schalt-Transistor (Q1) verbunden ist, um Stromimpulse (iQ1) in der Induktivität zu erzeugen, die einem Ausgang (302, 303) des Netzteils zugeführt werden, wobei ein gegebener Stromimpuls einen ersten (positiven) Teil mit einer ersten Polarität aufweist, der in dem Transistor während eines ersten Teils einer Periode fließt, wenn in dem Transistors Vorwärts-Leitfähigkeit auftritt, und einen zweiten Teil mit entgegengesetzter Polarität während eines zweiten Teils der Periode, nachdem die Vorwärts-Leitfähigkeit in dem Transistor endet;
- eine Quelle (C6) eines ersten Steuersignals (VC6), das einen Wert aufweist, der eine Strombegrenzung anzeigt;
- eine Steuerschaltung (Q2, Q3), die mit dem Transistor verbunden ist und auf den ersten (positiven) Teil des gegebenen Stromimpulses und auf das erste Steuersignal anspricht, um die Amplituden der Stromimpulse in einer Strom-Betriebsart auf einer Stromimpuls-für-Stromimpuls-Steuerbasis gemäß dem Strom-Begrenzungswert zu begrenzen, gekennzeichnet durch:

2. Schalt-Netzteil nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die erste Steuersignal-Quelle einen Kondensator (C6) und einen Schalter (D10) umfasst, der auf den zweiten (negativen) Teil des gegebenen Stromimpulses anspricht, um ein Signal (VC6) zu speichern, das die Größe des zweiten Teils sich innerhalb eines ersten Bereiches von Werten befindet, wobei die Änderung des ersten Steuersignals unwirksam gemacht wird, und je nach Größe des zweiten Teils sich innerhalb eines zweiten Bereichs von Werten befindet, in dem die Schutzschaltung einen Rückwärts-Strom erzeugt, der einen Spitzen-Vorwärts-Strom in der Steuerschaltung vermindert.

3. Schalt-Netzteil nach Anspruch 1, das ferner einen mit der Induktivität (TIW1, T2W1) verbundenen Kondensator (C8) umfasst, um eine Resonanz-Schaltung (301) zu bilden, wenn der Transistor (Q1) nicht leitend ist, wobei der zweite (negative) Teil des Stromimpulses in der Resonanz-Schaltung erzeugt wird.

4. Schalt-Netzteil nach Anspruch 1, das ferner einen Transformator (T1) umfasst, der eine erste Wicklung (TIW1) besitzt, die in die Versorgungs-Induktivität einbezogen ist, und der eine zweite Wicklung (TIW2) besitzt, die mit einem Gleichrichter (DOUT2) verbunden ist, wobei das Schalt-Netzteil in einem Vorwärts-Betrieb arbeitet.

5. Schalt-Netzteil nach Anspruch 1, das ferner einen
Strom-Sensor (R7) umfasst, der in einem Stromweg des Transistors (Q1) liegt, um den ersten (positiven) und den zweiten (negativen) Teil des gegebenen Stromimpulses der Steuerschaltung (Q2, Q3) bzw. der Schutz-Schal tung (400) zuzuführen.

6. Schalt-Netzteil nach Anspruch 5, bei dem der Strom-Sensor (R7) einen Strom-Sensor-Widerstand umfasst, der mit einem stromführenden, von der versorgungs-Induktivität abgekehrten Anschluss (Emitter) des Transistors (Q1) verbunden ist, wobei der umgekehrte Strom in dem Strom-Sensor-Widerstand eine Spannung mit entgegengesetzter Polarität in Bezug auf die Polarität während der Vorwärts-Leitfähigkeit des Transistors (Q1) erzeugt, so dass während einer Überlastung der Spitzen-Vorwärts-Strom in der Steuerschaltung (Q2, Q3) abnimmt.

7. Schalt-Netzteil nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Steuerschaltung (Q2, Q3) ferner dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass der Komparator (Q3) einen ersten Eingang (Basis von Q2), der auf den ersten (positiven) Teil anspricht, und einen zweiten Eingang (Emitter), der auf den zweiten (negativen) Teil des gegebenen Stroms anspricht, aufweist, so dass während einer Überlastung eine von den erfassten Rückwärts-Stromimpuls erzeugte Spannung bewirkt, dass der zweite Eingang des Komparators den Spitzen-Vorwärts-Strom in der Steuerschaltung (Q1, Q2) vermindert.

8. Schalt-Netzteil nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die erste Steuersignal-Quelle (C6) auf einen Ausgang des Schalt-Netzteils (REG B+) anspricht, um das erste Steuersignal (VC6) gemäß einer Differenz zwischen dem Versorgungs-Ausgang und einem Bezugs-Signal (im Fehler-Verstärker A) zu ändern.

9. Schalt-Netzteil nach Anspruch 1, das ferner dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass die Versorgungs-Induktivität (Lres, TIW1) mit der Quelle einer Eingangs-Versorgungs-Spannung (REF B+) und mit dem Schalt-Transistor (Q1) verbunden ist, um Stromimpulse (iQ1) in der Induktivität zu erzeugen, die dem Ausgang (302, 303) des Schalt-Netzteils zugeführt werden; Mittel (R7) mit dem Transistor verbunden sind, um den Strom darin zu erfassen; die Steuerschaltung (Q2, Q3) mit dem Transistor verbunden ist und auf den ersten (positiven) Teil eines Ausgangssignals (VR7) des Strom-Betriebs auf der Stromimpuls-für-Stromimpuls-Steuers-Basis gemäß dem ersten Teil des Ausgangssignals des Strom-Sensors anspricht; und die Schutz-Schaltung (400) mit der Steuerschaltung verbunden ist und auf den zweiten (negativen) Teil des Ausgangssignals des Strom-Sensors anspricht, um die Strombegrenzung gemäß dem zweiten Teil des Stromimpulses zu ändern, wobei die beiden ersten und letzten Teile des Ausgangssignals in gegenseitig exklusiven Intervallen auftreten, wobei die Schutz-Schaltung den umgekehrten Strom erzeugt, der den Spitzen-Vorwärts-Strom in der Steuerschaltung vermindert.

10. Revendications

1. Alimentation en mode commutateur, comprenant :

   - une inductance d’alimentation (Lres, TIW1),
   - une indépendance d’une tension d’alimentation d’entrée (RAW B+) et à un transistor de commutation (Q1) en vue de produire des impulsions de courant (iQ1) dans ladite inductance, lesquelles sont couplées à une sortie (302, 303) de ladite alimentation, une impulsion de courant donnée présentant une première partie (positive) d’une première polarité, circulant dans ledit transistor, durant une première partie d’un cycle, lorsqu’une conduction dans le sens direct se produit dans ledit transistor, et une deuxième partie, d’une polarité opposée, durant une deuxième partie dudit cycle, à l’issue de ladite conduction directe dans ledit transistor ;
   - une source (C6) d’un premier signal de commande (VC6) présentant une valeur reflétant une courant limite ;
   - un circuit de commande (Q2, Q3) coupé audit transistor et sensible à ladite première partie (positive) de ladite impulsion de courant donnée et audit premier signal de commande en vue de limiter les amplitudes desdites impulsions de courant, dans un mode de courant, une impulsion de courant à la fois, conformément à ladite valeur de courant limite ;
   - un circuit de protection (400) coupé audit circuit de commande et sensible à ladite deuxième partie (polarité négative) de ladite impulsion de courant en vue de faire varier ledit premier signal de commande, conformément à ladite deuxième partie de ladite impulsion de courant, pour faire varier ladite valeur de courant limite, lorsqu’une amplitude de ladite deuxième partie appartient à un premier intervalle de valeurs, la variation dudit premier signal de commande étant inhibée, lorsque ladite amplitude de ladite deuxième partie appartient à un deuxième intervalle de valeurs, ledit circuit de protection produisant un courant inverse qui réduit un courant direct de crête dans ledit circuit de commande.

2. Alimentation en mode commutateur selon la reven-
dication 1, dans laquelle ladite première source de signal de commande comprend un condensateur (C6) et un commutateur (D10) sensibles à ladite deuxième partie (négative) de ladite impulsion de courant donnée en vue de stocker un signal (VC6) reflétant ladite amplitude de ladite deuxième partie dans ledit condensateur pour y développer ledit premier signal de commande (VC6), durant ladite deuxième partie dudit cycle, et en vue d'appliquer ledit premier signal de commande stocké audit circuit de commande, durant ladite première partie dudit cycle.

3. Alimentation en mode commutateur selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre un condensateur (C8) couplé à ladite inductance (T1W1, T2W1) pour former un circuit résonnant (301), lorsque ledit transistor (Q1) est non conducteur, ladite deuxième partie (négative) de ladite impulsion de courant étant produite dans ledit circuit résonnant.

4. Alimentation en mode commutateur selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre un transformateur (TI) possédant un premier enroulement (TIW1) incorporé dans ladite inductance d'alimentation et un deuxième enroulement (TIW2) couplé à un redresseur (DOUT2), ladite alimentation fonctionnant en mode de conduction dans le sens direct.

5. Alimentation en mode commutateur selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre un déteceur de courant (R7) couplé dans un chemin de courant dit transistor (Q1) en vue d'applied lesdites première partie (positive) et deuxième partie (négative) de ladite impulsion de courant donnée respective ment auxdits circuits de commande (Q2, Q3) et de protection (400).

6. Alimentation en mode commutateur selon la revendication 5, dans laquelle ledit détecteur de courtant (R7) comprend une résistance de détection de courant couplée à une borne de conduite de courant principe (émetteur) dit transistor (Q1) distante de ladite inductance d'alimentation, ledit courant inverse produisant une tension dans ladite résistance de détection de courant d'une polarité opposée à la polarité durant la conduction dans le sens direct dit transistor (Q1), si bien que ledit courant direct de crête diminue dans ledit circuit de commande (Q2, Q3) durant une surcharge.

7. Alimentation en mode commutateur selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle ledit circuit de commande (Q2, Q3) est en outre caractérisé en ce que ledit comparateur (Q3) possède une première entrée (base de Q2) sensible à ladite première partie (positive) et une deuxième entrée (émetteur) sensible à ladite deuxième partie (négative) dit dit courant donné, si bien que, durant une surcharge, une tension produite par ladite impulsion de courant inverse détectée amène ladite deuxième entrée dudit comparateur à réduire ledit courant direct de crête dans ledit circuit de commande (Q1, Q2).

8. Alimentation en mode commutateur selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle ladite première source de signal de commande (C6) est sensible à une sortie de ladite alimentation (REG B+) en vue de faire varier ledit premier signal de commande (VC6) conformément à une différence entre ladite sortie d'alimentation et un signal de référence (dans un amplificateur d'erreur A).

9. Alimentation en mode commutateur selon la revendication 1, caractérisée en outre :

   en ce que ladite inductance d'alimentation (Lres, T1W1) est couplée à ladite source d'une tension d'alimentation d'entrée (REF B+) et audit transistor de commutation (Q1) en vue de produire des impulsions de courant (iQ1) dans ladite inductance, lesquelles sont couplées à ladite sortie (302, 303) de ladite alimentation ; par un moyen (R7) couplé audit transistor en vue d'y détecter du courant ;

   en ce que ledit circuit de commande (Q2, Q3) est couplé audit transistor et est sensible à ladite première partie (positive) d'un signal de sortie (VR7) dit mode de courant, une impulsion de courant à la fois, conformément à ladite première partie dudit signal de sortie dudit détecteur de courant ; et

   en ce que ledit circuit de protection (400) est couplé audit circuit de commande et est sensible à ladite deuxième partie (positive) dudit si gnal de sortie dudit détecteur de courant en vue de faire varier ledit courant limite, conformément à ladite deuxième partie de ladite impulsion de courant, lesdites deuxième et première parties dudit signal de sortie se produisant dans des intervalles s'excluant mutuellement, ledit circuit de protection produisant ledit courant inverse qui réduit ledit courant direct de crête dans ledit circuit de commande.